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Abstract—Higher capacity wireless access networks are required
to serve the growing demands for mobile traffic and multimedia
services. The use of sub-THz carrier frequencies is a potential solution for the increased data demands. This paper proposes and
demonstrates experimentally the photonic generation of a multiband signal for sub-THz wireless-over-fiber transmission at up to
100 Gbit/s (20 Gbit/s in each band) using the full spectrum 220–
280 GHz for downlink wireless transmission and an uplink with 10
Gbit/s on-off keying. By using an optical frequency comb generator (OFCG), five optical tones spaced by 15 GHz are selected and
split into odd and even optical subcarriers modulated separately
using 10 Gbaud quadrature phase shift keying with Nyquist bandwidth achieved by using root raised cosine filtering with 0.01 roll
off factor. These optical subcarriers are combined and transmitted
over 10 km of fiber to the remote antenna unit (RAU). The optical
bands are then filtered and transmitted separately at the RAU in a
wireless channel. The received sub-THz band is down-converted to
the intermediate frequency and digital signal processing (DSP) is
employed at the receiver to measure the bit error ratio (BER). The
performance is also evaluated to investigate the impact of the uplink on the downlink optical transmission. The receiver link budget
and wireless distance for acceptable BER are also explored. The
proposed system aims to distribute sub-band THz signals for short
range indoor mobile units. The overall transmission capacity is increased by transmitting it as a multiband, which also reduces the
bandwidth requirements on opto-electronicdevices.
Index Terms—Digital coherent detection, fiber wireless, highspeed wireless, optical heterodyning, photonic THz generation,
radio-over-fiber.

I. INTRODUCTION
CCORDING to Cisco’s visual networking index forecast,
it is expected that annual global IP wireless data traffic
will exceed 24.3 Exabytes per month by 2019, and will continue to increase [1]. This is mainly driven by the exponential
increase in the number of wireless gadgets such as smart phones,
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Fig. 1. Specific attenuation due to atmospheric gases based on calculated
model ITU-R P676-10 for an air pressure of 1013 hPa, a temperature of 15 ˚C
and a water vapor density of 7.5 g/m [5].

tablets, and video streaming. In addition, the Internet of Things
(IoT), where a wide range of miscellaneous devices are connected to the Internet, is expected to grow extremely rapidly
from 10.3 million devices in 2014 to more than 29.5 million in
2020 [2]. Therefore, the wireless network will need to support
the demand for more network capacity, which is now considered
as a motivation for 5G wireless development. This includes the
potential move to millimetre-wave (mm-wave) band with a massive bandwidth, and extreme base station and device densities
[3], [4].
The fundamental challenges at these mm-waves are high free
space path loss (FSPL), and atmospheric absorption due water vapour molecules. Fig. 1 shows the specific attenuation due
to atmospheric gases and the absorption peaks over a range of
frequencies up to 1 THz using an ITU-R model, and also the
FSPL with and without atmospheric attenuation at 10 m and
100 m [5]. Above 100 GHz, there are several frequency windows between water absorption lines, which could be used for
indoor short-range systems. The 220–320 GHz frequency band
is a large transmission window (100 GHz) without molecular
absorption lines. An atmospheric attenuation of 3–8 dB/km is
observed under standard earth atmosphere conditions using the
ITU-R model [5]. However, it is clear that for these windows
the main issue is FSPL (100 m at 200 GHz corresponds to about
120 dB). When combined with limited transmitter power, it is
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clear that such a system requires directional and line-of-sight
systems instead of the omni-directional antennas used at low
GHz radio frequencies. In this case, synergies between fiberbased access networks and THz wireless links enable THz signal distribution over wide areas, while maintaining acceptable
wireless power budgets. In addition, all the resources of optical communications and photonic methods can be adapted
for THz wireless communications, such as using high spectral
efficiency data modulation formats, wavelength division multiplexing technology for multichannel THz wireless links, and
coherent optical receivers for impairment compensation using
digital signal processing (DSP).
Research in the W-band (75–110 GHz) and higher mm-wave
bands has shown much interest in exploiting these bands for
broadband wireless communications. At 120 GHz, a wireless
link was first demonstrated for single channel transmission of
10 Gbit/s data over 1 km in a real-time system using amplitude shift keying (ASK) [6]. The primary proposed application is mainly to increase the backhaul wireless in the event
of hard-to-install fiber networks, or in the case of emergency
disaster recovery. Increased bit rate was also investigated in the
W-band, by using higher level modulation formats and polarization multiplexing schemes. By using either of the techniques or
both, the spectral efficiency of the system increases. However,
this required a coherent receiver and off-line DSP to measure
the system performance. Transmission of 20 Gbit/s quadrature
phase shift keying (QPSK) and 40 Gbit/s 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) were demonstrated with spectral
efficiency of 1 bit/s/Hz and 2 bit/s/Hz, respectively and for
very small wireless transmission distance [7], [8]. Moreover,
using antenna polarization diversity techniques and optical polarization division multiplexing (PDM) 16QAM, the transmission capacity reached up to 100 Gbit/s (with spectral efficiency
4 bits/s/Hz) over a single wide RF-bandwidth in a single channel [9]. Other schemes have also shown demonstration of a
full duplex transmission signal with 120 Gbit/s PDM-QPSK
(2 bit/s/Hz) and using the wireless link as a bridge between
two fiber access networks over physical obstacles [10]. A multiple channels approach was also used to enable transmission
for different users with lower data rate signals and to relax
the power and bandwidth requirement for electro-optical devices, and digital-to-analog conversions (DAC). A single and
four channels at 9.6 Gbit/s per channel were experimentally
demonstrated using electrical orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) and 16-QAM for 1.3 m wireless distance
[11]. Wireless multichannel with total capacity of 120 Gbit/s
was also achieved at 92 GHz based on PDM and QPSK [12].
In the 200–300 GHz band, there has also been strong interest due to relatively low atmospheric transmission losses. Data
rates of up to 100 Gbit/s were achieved at 237.5 GHz by using
different modulation formats for each of three channels and a
monolithic millimeter-wave integrated circuit (MMIC) receiver
[13]. There have also been several demonstrations of high-datarate wireless transmission above 300 GHz. 40 Gbit/s ASK (0.5
bit/s/Hz) was achieved at 300 GHz using a direct detection
scheme [14]. At 325 GHz signal transmission of 20 Gbit/s

Fig. 2.
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Proposed photonic multiband wireless-over-fiber system.

QPSK (2 bit/s/Hz) was also demonstrated over 15 m [15], and
46 Gbit/s was realized at 400 GHz using a THz photomixer
integrated with a broadband antenna [16]. Recently, we demonstrated up to 100 Gbit/s multichannel transmission with closely
spaced subcarriers at 200 GHz carrier frequency and 2 bit/s/Hz
spectral efficiency using two free-running lasers or an externally
injected gain switched laser and a digital coherent receiver [17]–
[19]. However, this was implemented for a single band to only
a single user.
In this paper, we demonstrate experimentally photonic generation of multiband sub-THz wireless-over-fiber signals at up
to 100 Gbit/s using the full band from 220–280 GHz for the
downlink stream, with spectral efficiency of about 1.33 bit/s/Hz
per channel, and 10 Gbit/s on-off keying (OOK) for the uplink
stream. We focus here on short-range indoor link distribution,
examining the usage of the whole THz bandwidth. No power
amplifiers at emission or reception are used in this work. An
optical frequency comb generator (OFCG) was employed to
generate optical phase correlated tones spaced by 15 GHz. Five
optical tones were selected and split into odd and even subcarriers. Then, these optical subcarriers were modulated with uncorrelated 10 Gbaud QPSK with Nyquist bandwidth achieved
by using a root raised cosine (RRC) filter with 0.01 roll-off factor, giving a spectral efficiency of 1.33 bit/s/Hz). Single- and
multi-band sub-THz wireless signals were demonstrated using
heterodyne mixing of the optically modulated 10 Gbaud QPSK
signals with a local oscillator (LO) optical source at the remote
antenna unit (RAU). The system performance was evaluated by
measuring the bit error ratio (BER) for a 10 km fiber link length
between the optical transmitter and the RAU. The uplink impact
on the downlink channel was also investigated. The receiver link
power budget and wireless distance were studied in terms of the
received electrical power and BER measurements.
II. CONFIGURATION FOR MULTIBAND SUB-THZ
WIRELESS-OVER-FIBER SYSTEM
The arrangement of the multiband sub-THz wireless-overfiber system for up- and down- links is shown in Fig. 2. For the
downlink stream, a single wavelength laser is used to generate
optical coherent tones in an OFCG, which is a very convenient
way to create a number of phase-correlated optical carriers.
These optical carriers are spaced by the driving RF frequency,
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Schematic diagram for multiband sub-THz wireless-over-fiber exper-

and then are de-multiplexed and individually modulated. After
that, the modulated optical tones are combined and transmitted
over a length of standard single mode fiber (SSMF) to different
RAUs.
At the RAU, the received optical multiband signal is coupled
with an LO light source to generate an optical heterodyne signal.
An optical filter or a wavelength selective switch (WSS) is used
to select one sub-band and the LO laser, which is launched into a
high-speed photodiode (PD) to generate the sub-THz modulated
signal. This sub-THz signal is then radiated through an antenna
to the user mobile unit. This configuration allows the RAU to be
reconfigurable and enables frequency reuse capability by using a
tuneable LO laser to adjust the transmit carrier frequency, giving
it more flexibility for picocell system architectures. In addition,
this system enables the transmitted data rate to be increased
while using reduced bandwidth of opto-electronic devices.
For the uplink stream, the received THz signal is envelope
detected, and electrically amplified before being used to drive
an intensity modulator. The antenna is connected to a microwave
circulator for up/down link separation. The LO laser used for
upconverting the downlink is also used for the uplink stream.
Then, the baseband signal is transmitted over the same fiber to
the central office where it is photodetected and demodulated.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The experimental configuration for the proposed multiband
sub-THz wireless-over-fiber communication system is shown in
Fig. 3. A single light source with a linewidth less than 10 kHz
at a wavelength of 1554.98 nm was launched into an OFCG
to generate multiple optical tones. The OFCG was based on
a dual-drive Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM) and driven by
15 GHz RF frequency (fm ). This generated phase-correlated

Fig. 4. Optical spectral for (a) OFCG output, and (b) after filtering odd and
even channels.

optical subcarriers spaced by the driving RF frequency, as
showing in Fig. 4(a). Then, the optical comb was amplified
by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and launched into a
WSS to select five optical comb lines and separate them into odd
and even subcarriers on two different output ports. Three optical
tones (even subcarriers) were injected into one IQ modulator,
and the other two optical tones (odd subcarriers) were injected
into a second IQ modulator. Both modulators were driven by
decorrelated baseband I and Q signals generated from arbitrary
waveform generators (AWGs). The AWG outputs (0.5 Vpp)
were amplified by baseband amplifiers to drive the IQ modulator with 5.5 Vpp signals, which is enough to drive the optical
IQ modulator at the linear region. These baseband amplifiers
have 25 dB gain, and 6–11 dB noise figure. The I and Q signals
driving the MZM were generated using Matlab offline codes
giving 10 Gbaud QPSK filtered by RRC filters with a roll-off
factor of 0.01, and with a 211 −1 pseudo random bit sequence
(PRBS) pattern. The output of each IQ modulator was amplified to compensate the insertion loss of the modulator. Then,
the modulated optical signals was filtered using a 1 nm optical
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Fig. 5.

Electrical spectrum using FFT for the received IF signal.

bandpass filter to remove out-of-band amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE). Both optically modulated signals were then
combined and transmitted over 10 km of SSMF. Fig. 4(b) shows
the modulated optical subcarriers for odd and even channels.
At the RAU, the received optical signal was launched into the
optical heterodyne receiver through an optical circulator that
separates the uplink from the downlink streams. In the optical
heterodyne receiver, the received optical signal was combined
first with an optical LO (λLO ) with a wavelength of 1552.95
nm and 100 kHz linewidth. The optical power of the LO signal
was controlled to match the total optical power of the modulated
channels. Then, the combined signal is amplified and optically
filtered using a WSS to select one of the modulated optical subcarriers and the optical LO signal. The optical LO source beats
with the modulated optical subcarrier signal on an unpackaged
uni-travelling carrier (UTC) PD with an integrated coplanar
waveguide output to generate the sub-THz modulated signal.
The output of the PD was coupled to a 20 dBi horn antenna
(WR-3.4) using a coplanar mm-wave probe. The modulated
THz signal propagated over a wireless channel to a receiving
20 dBi horn antenna. The received THz signal was initially
down-converted to a microwave intermediate frequency (IF) by
using a sub-harmonic mixer (SHM) operated with an electrical
LO. The electrical LO source was obtained using an RF signal
generator and a 6X electronic multiplier. The SHM mixes the
second harmonic of the electrical LO with the received THz signal. The frequency of the RF signal generator was adjusted to
place the IF signal at around 12 GHz, within the frequency band
of the analog-to-digital converter in the real time scope (RTS).
Then, the received IF signal was amplified and captured by the
RTS, whose sampling rate and bandwidth were 80 GSample/s
and 36 GHz, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the IF spectrum of the
downconverted sub-THz signal obtained by using fast Fourier
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transform (FFT) of the data from the RTS. The spectrum has
asymmetric shape due to the unflattened response of IF amplifier. The digitized signal was processed offline using the DSP
blocks explained previously in [17]. The first DSP step of digital
downconversion to the baseband was done using the nominal
value of the IF, and then the signal was filtered by RRC of 0.01
roll off factor. The digitized filtered IQ baseband signals were
demodulated in subsequent steps of signal resampling, channel
equalization based on blind equalization using the constant modulus algorithm, and carrier phase estimation based on the fourth
power Viterbi–Viterbi algorithm. After elimination of the π/2
phase ambiguity, the BER was calculated by directly counting
the number of errors in the received bit stream.
The uplink stream was implemented without the wireless
channel for simplicity. The uplink data was 10 Gbit/s OOK
generated using a pulse pattern generator with a PRBS of 211 −1
pattern length. The laser used for the optical LO for the optical
heterodyne in the downlink steam was also used for the uplink
stream. The LO light source (λLO ) was optically modulated
with the uplink data using an intensity modulator, and then
transmitted through the same SSMF to the central station. There,
the upstream optical signal was separated from the downstream
signal using an optical circulator, photodetected, amplified and
offline demodulated using DSP for measuring its error rate.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this experiment, sub-THz wireless-over-fiber was demonstrated for five bands at sub-THz frequencies of 220, 235, 250,
265, and 280 GHz, as illustrated in the inset to Fig. 3. Each of
the bands is modulated with 10 Gbaud (20 Gbit/s) QPSK with
Nyquist bandwidth (10 GHz). The performance of this experiment was first determined by measuring the BER for a single
carrier transmitted over the fiber, and then with the five optical
sub-carriers scheme, as shown in Fig. 6. The BER is plotted on a
logarithmic scale against the square of the photocurrent, which
is proportional to the received THz power for a fixed wireless
link length. In Fig. 6(a), the measured BERs have better performance at 235, 250, and 265 GHz bands. However, the performance is degraded compared to 235 GHz single carrier with
2.6 dB penalty for 220 GHz band and 4.25 dB penalty for 280
GHz band. These degradations are mainly from the UTC-PD
frequency response limitation, and the effect of the waveguide
response. In the multiband transmission over fiber, the results
have been plotted for each filtered band at the RAU, as shown
in Fig. 6(b). This shows a similar trend in the variation of the
BER for each band, but with larger power penalty compared to
the 235 GHz band. The reason for this extra penalty is due to the
reduction of optical power per sub-carrier after optical filtering
in the case of the multicarrier transmission.
In order to clarify the source of the penalty for each band,
we have plotted the average received electrical power and received optical power before PD versus the sub-carrier frequency
at BER = 10–3 (Fig. 7). This shows that the average received
electrical power varies by about 2 dB to obtain the same BER,
but shows no particular trend with sub-band frequency. However, more received optical power is required at 280 GHz and
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Fig. 8. BER versus photocurrent squared for downlink at 250 GHz single
band with and without uplink transmission.

Fig. 6. BER (log scale) versus photocurrent squared for; (a) single band, and
(b) multiband scheme.

Fig. 9.

Transmission link budget for the downlink at the receiver.

the uplink is in operation is less than 0.74 dB (corresponding to
the ratio of the squared photocurrents 1.9 mA2 and 2.25 mA2 at
BER of 10−3 with and without uplink transmission).
V. LINK BUDGET AND FREE SPACE TRANSMISSION

Fig. 7. Average received electrical power and received optical power versus
subcarrier frequencies.

220 GHz, by 3 dB and 2 dB, respectively, compared to the middle
sub-bands, to compensate for lower transmitted power and
higher down-conversion loss at these frequencies.
In order to study the impact of the uplink data stream, we
investigated the system performance with and without uplink
transmission. Fig. 8 shows the BER measured versus the squared
photocurrent for a single band at 250 GHz. The penalty when

The transmission length used in the experiment was very
short (around 2 cm) between the two horn antennas. In order to
measure the system performance and to estimate the transmission link length capability, we need to investigate the link power
budget of the receiver. Fig. 9 show the coherent detection system
comprising an horn antenna WR-3.4 (220 – 330 GHz) with 1
dB waveguide and electrical cable losses, SHM integrated with
(6X) multiplier with 14 dB conversion loss, and electrical amplifier with 36 GHz bandwidth and gain of 20 dB. The main noise
affecting the system is produced from the combined noise factor
of SHM and IF amplifier, which is dominated by the noise factor
of the SHM (∼ 30 dB). This has a large impact on the modulated THz signal and degrades the signal-to-noise ratio of the
received signal. The amount of noise is increased at higher data
rates with larger bandwidth and limits the system transmission
links due to the low emitted power from the UTC-PD.
We have measured the frequency response of the wireless
link (composed of UTC-PD, waveguides of the horn antennas,
SHM, and the electrical amplifier) by measuring the IF power
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Fig. 10.
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Frequency response measurements for THz receiver.

Fig. 12. BER, and average electrical power measurements versus wireless
distance for 10 Gbaud QPSK signal with RRC filter (a) without optical lens,
and (b) with optical lens.

Fig 11.

IF electrical power versus photocurrent for UTC-PD.

after down-conversion using a spectrum analyzer for THz carrier
frequencies across the band 220 − 330 GHz, generated using
an unmodulated optical signal (Fig. 10). The UTC-PD has 0.2
A/W responsivity, and the IF output power measured from the
IF amplifier after downconversion is shown in Fig. 11. As can
be seen in Fig. 10, the frequency response shows higher power
values in the range 230 − 350 GHz and then its response degrades gradually for frequencies >250 GHz. The edges of the
frequency response are affected by the UTC-PD and the waveguide response, and by the SHM’s bandwidth (220–330 GHz),
therefore there is lower power at 220 GHz. This explains the
results shown for BER in the previous section. To estimate the
THz received power at the receiver antenna, as illustrated in
Fig. 9, we use the following:
Pr = Pr −THz − CL − WL + Gam pl = Pr −THz + 5 dB
where Pr is the IF received average power, Pr −THz the THz
received power after antenna, CL the mixer’s conversion loss
(14 dB), WL the waveguide and coaxial cable losses (1 dB), and
Gam pl the amplifier gain (20 dB). From Fig. 10, the electrical

received IF power is −31 dBm at 250 GHz, which means the
received THz signal is –36 dBm at the receiver antenna. The
FSPL budget at the THz frequency can be also calculated from
Friis’s equation;
FSPL (dB) = 92.4 − Ge − Gr + 20 × log (f (GHz) + 20
× log (d (km)) + αAtm . (dB/km)×d(km)
where f is the THz frequency in GHz, d is the transmission
length in km, Ge and Gr are emitter and receiver antenna gains
(20 dBi), respectively and αAtm . is the specific attenuation
of the transmission media (2–5 dB/km). The loss for the free
space link for short distance (2 cm) is found to be 6.4 dB. Then,
the transmitted power can be estimated to be −29.6 dBm. To
indicate the low power required for data transmission, the BER
and average received power were measured versus wireless
link distance for 10 Gbaud QPSK at 200 GHz carrier frequency
with 0.01 RRC filter (Fig. 12). At the limit of FEC (BER <
10–3 ), the wireless distance was increased to 13 cm for an
average received IF power of −35 dBm. The wireless link
length was further extended by using optical lenses (made of
polymethylpentene material) with 50 mm diameter between the
two horn antennas to collimate the beam, as shown in Fig. 13.
The link length was increased to over 70 cm, while maintaining
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Photograph of the wireless configuration using two optical lenses.

a BER well below the FEC limit. This suggests the link length
could be considerably extended with this lens configuration.
However, fluctuations in BER and power were observed due to
alignment errors, and these would be expected to become more
significant as the transmission distance is further increased.
These results indicate that transmission using higher UTC-PD
output power combined with optical lenses will be required for
realistic short-range wireless coverage. As has been shown, the
transmission distance is still limited due to the low output of
UTC-PD. An alternative solution would be to use new advanced
active array antennas to increase power and to enable mobile
device tracking. The implementation of the THz amplifier is
already available and feasible to produce around 10 dBm output
power [20], [21].
VI. CONCLUSION
We have successfully demonstrated a photonically generated
multiband sub-THz bi-directional wireless-over-fiber communication system, with downlink at up to 100 Gbit/s in total
(20 Gbit/s per channel at 1.33 bit/s/Hz spectral efficiency),
with 10 Gbit/s OOK on the uplink optical stream. This system approach presents five bands at sub-THz across the whole
spectrum from 220–280 GHz, with each band modulated with
spectrally efficient modulation at 10 Gbaud QPSK with Nyquist
bandwidth using RRC filter with 0.01 roll off factor. The system
performance was evaluated for single- and multi-band schemes
by measuring the BER using offline DSP at the receiver. The
system performance was found to be dependent on the UTC-PD
and waveguide bandwidths. The receiver link power budget and
receiver losses were examined in terms of the received electrical
power and BER. The wireless distance can be further expanded
to more than 1 m with BER still less than FEC limit, limited
only by the need to align the transmitter and receiver antennas with high accuracy. This approach offers a solution for the
expected future increased demand in wireless communication,
giving more bandwidth, and allowing frequency reuse capability. In addition, this system offers an easy and power efficient
system for down/uplink distribution.
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